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Resumo

Abstract

Apresentamos e analisamos o conceito
de ‘tempo da santidade’. Esse conceito foi
forjado durante a pesquisa de doutorado
que realizamos entre 2008 e 2011 sobre a
canonization de Thomas de Aquino. Na
tese defendemos que o principal interessado no reconhecimento oficial da santidade desse teólogo foi o papa João XXII,
e que se tratou de uma canonization teológica. Para chegar a essa conclusão elaboramos o conceito de tempo da santidade. Trata-se de uma análise retroativa do
período compreendido entre a data da
canonization e a data da morte do santo.
Com base nesses dados elaboramos uma
tabela de temporalidade. O conceito permite análises comparadas. O tempo de
Tomás de Aquino é de 49 anos (13231274). O conceito permite olhar para a
santidade como um fenômeno social
construído coletivamente.
Palavras-chave: tempo da santidade; Tomás de Aquino; canonização teológica.

We present and analyze the concept of
‘time of holiness’, which was forged during the doctoral research conducted
between 2008-2011 on the canonization
of Thomas Aquinas. In the thesis, we argued that the person most interested in
the official recognition of the canonization of Aquinas was Pope John XXII
and that it was a theological canonization. To reach to this conclusion we developed the concept of time of sanctity.
This is a retrospective analysis of the
period between the date of the canonization and the date of the saint’s death.
Using this data we prepared a table of
temporality, in which the time of Thomas Aquinas is 49 years (1323-1274).
The concept allows for comparative
analysis and allows us look at sanctity as
a collectively built social phenomenon.
Keywords: time of sanctity; Thomas
Aquinas; theological canonization.

On 18 July 1323 the canonization process of Thomas Aquinas, which had
started in 1319, came to an end. In four years Pope John XXII authorized the
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opening of an inquiry, received the summaries of the investigations carried out
in 1319, ordered new proceedings to be carried out in 1321 and in 1323 authorized the cult of the doctor of theology and friar of the Order of Preachers per
universas ecclesias.1 1322 and 1323 were decisive for this pope. This was the
period between the convocation of a commission of cardinals on the question
of ‘Christ’s poverty’ and the publication of the bull Cum inter nonnullos, in
which he condemned radical theses about this question and 12 November of
the following year when Thomas Aquinas was canonized. Coincidence? We
believe not.
To reach this conclusion we analyzed the documents related to the 1319
and 1321 inquiries, as well as pontifical letters and bulls. Moreover, we analyzed the hagiographic production of the Order of Preachers and the administrative position of this order regarding the recognition of saints from within its ranks. In this group of documents it was possible to identify three
possible group interested in the canonization: the order itself, the court of
the kingdom of Sicily, and the curia in Avignon. However, a prior and deeper question remains: why Thomas Aquinas and not other candidates for
sainthood in the same period? Why was this canonization singular in relation
to its contemporaries? These questions show that the central theme is the
question of the power of the popes and principally, how the pontiffs could
use the resource of canonization to affirm their authority over the community of believers.
Our investigation is situated by these questions in a specific research context about sanctity in the Middle Ages: the passage from the thirteenth century to the fourteenth. A period in which historians have some consensus
about the increasingly more precise and clear institutionalization of the functioning, or better, the papal prerogative of exclusivity for the canonization of
saints. Specifically for this period there exists another question: did the new
form of apostolic life inaugurated with the Minor Friars (Franciscans) and the
Preaching Friars (Dominicans) also imply novelties in the phenomenon of
sainthood?
These were the questions which led to the historian André Vauchez advocating the idea of ‘recent sanctity.’2 According to him, during the thirteen
century there occurred a transformation in the time elapsed between death
and the official recognition of sanctity. While for previous periods this average
covered what the author called the ‘very old’ saints (more than 100 years be210
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tween death and canonization), between the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries the average fell to 60 years. There was thus a proximity, principally chronological, between the model of sanctity and the faithful. In other words, the
life/death of the saint was closer to that of the faithful, which could also signify a greater proximity between the Church and the faithful.
We used the category ‘recent sanctity’ until we perceived that if we analyzed only the time elapsed between the death and canonization of saints
from the Mendicant Orders – Franciscans, Dominicans, Heremites of St.
Augustine – the average of 60 years (which is reached is consider saints with
other positions/functions, such as kings, laypeople, etc.) annulled some particularities and masked some possibilities of the problematization and explanation of the phenomenon of sanctity in the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries. To be successful in our proposal, we thus made a selection of
processes from the canonization of the first mendicant saint, Francis of Assis
in 1226 to the papacy of John XXII, ending with the death of the pope in
1334. We placed this selection in a temporality table (Table 1) calling the time
between the year of the death of the saint and their year of canonization the
‘time of sanctity.’
We reached the following panorama: the case of Thomas Aquinas is the
third longest (49), after Margaret of Hungary (673) and Nicholas of Tolentino
(141). Taking into account that the fourth longest ‘time of sanctity’ in the
table is 20 years, the canonization we analyze, i.e., that of Aquinas, is among
those which clashes with the others. Furthermore, as a member of a religious
order which already possessed two officially recognized saints with ‘times of
sanctity’ of 13 and two years, (Domingo de Guzmán and Pietro da Verona,
respectively), why the interval of 49 years? And if we consider the ‘time of
sanctity’ of Franciscan saints (canonization of Clara de Assisi in 1255 and
the death of Francis of Assisi in 1226), we have three saints with 29 years. In
the case of the preaching friars, between the canonization of Thomas and the
death of Domingo we have a ‘time of sanctity’ of 102 years for three canonizations.
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Table 1 – Times of sanctity3
Saints and candidates to sainthood of Religious Orders, 1209-1334
Saint

Time of sanctity
Death

Inquiries

Canonization

Time

Francis of Assisi

1226

1228

1228

2

Anthony of Padua

1231

1231/1232

1232

1

Domingo de Guzmán

1221

1233

1234

13

Benvenuto de Gubbio

1232

1236

?

Ambrogio da Massa

1240

1240-41/1251-52

?

John, the Good, of Mantua

1249

1251/1253-54

?

Simon de Collazzone

1250

1252

1253

3

Pietro da Verona

1252

1252

1253

1

Chiara di Assisi

1253

1253

1255

2

Margaret of Hungary

1270

1271/1276

1943

673

Louis d’Anjou

1297

1308

1317

20

Chiara da Montefalco

1308

1318/1319

?

Thomas Aquinas

1274

1319/1321

1323

49

Nicholas de Tolentino

1305

1325/1357

1446

141

The concept of ‘time of sanctity’
We consider the time of sanctity as the period in which sanctity was constructed. The expression ‘time of sanctity’ can be interpreted as, for example,
the time in which Thomas Aquinas was prayed to and/or considered as a saint
is only the period between death and canonization. This is not what we argue.
Perhaps expressions such as ‘time for sanctity’ or ‘time for canonization’ might
be better, however, we have decided to maintain the initial proposal.
We discarded the idea of ‘recent sanctity’ proposed by André Vauchez,
since he considers saints with an interval of 60 years between death and canonization based on a general average. What we propose can be applied to any
saint, irrespective of whether they are ‘recent’ or ‘older,’ as shown in the case
of Margaret of Hungary and Nicholas of Tolentino, for example, in Table 1.
212
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In relation to the expression ‘time for sanctity’ or ‘for canonization,’ we do not
use them as we believe ‘time of sanctity’ a more polished form.
Another observation is also necessary in relation to this concept. We take
the initial date to be the canonization and/or an official recognition of sanctity. This creates the question: can the concept only be used for canonized
saints? In principle we think so, however, only monographic research about
specific cases can lead to a more detailed response to this question. We can
suppose that Thomas Aquinas had not been officially canonized. However, we
have the archeological and documentary records of the creation of the first
chapel with his name. Can we consider these records as the beginning and/or
recognition of a cult? Yes, and we can use the concept of ‘time of sanctity’ for
the case of Thomas. Nonetheless, it is important that the reader and/or researcher consider that his concept was created for the analysis of the canonization of Thomas Aquinas, and does not deal with the period in which Thomas
was considered a saint. To the contrary, it is the time that elapsed before his
official recognition occurred.
This proposal is directly related to the inquisitorial process for canonization. It thus has to be asked: is the concept only applicable for saints who were
the target of inquisitorial processes in which the inquiries helped in understanding the ‘time of sanctity’? We believe that the use of this concept for saints
who fit into this profile is more apt, since the canonization process allows
significant access to the forms of ‘construction’ of sanctity as a collective operation. It is thus important to have a clear understanding of how this type of
process worked.
From the judicial point of view a canonization process is an inquisitio. To
us the records have often arrived copied by different notaries and in a summarized form. Basically we have access to information such as: the day and
place where the inquiry was held; the name position/function held by the person questioned; explicit statement of the oath and obligation to tell the truth.
The object of the investigation is generally initially covered by the fama publica of the sanctity attributed to the man or woman being investigated.
The initial date: canonization and its
context (inquiries, bulls, hagiographies)
Based on the analyses we have made of the inquiries about Thomas
Aquinas we can conclude that the statements recorded provide some indications for the study of possible interest groups in canonization causes. For exJune 2012
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ample, in the 1319 inquiry 32 people were interrogated, including Dominican
friars, Cistercian monks and laypersons nobles. The officials documents contain the following information: they knew him, they saw him, and how they
heard of his fama publica in life and after his death. In the 1321 inquiry what
was recorded by the notaries suppresses the interest in fama in vita and reveals
to us only the miracles attributed to the saint. Among the 112 people interrogated, there were no Dominican friars, few Cistercians, many women and a
number of children. Most of the public were lay persons. Certainly this data
allows a number of questions to be raised, such as: should fama only be certified by clergy and nobles? Why in the official records were no questions put
to women about the fama of Thomas? In relation to this: were they asked?
Based on these and other questions we can affirm the potential of canonization
processes in the construction of time of sanctity.
In addition to the process as a judicial artifact, it is also fundamental to
consider its origin: papal power, principally for the period we are analyzing,
i.e., the end of the thirteenth century and the first quarter of the fourteenth.
Although there were some unrecognized cults, the pope had the authority to
decide whether or not to open canonization processes and principally to decide
on the result of the investigations.
John XXII is significant in this sense in relation to the preaching friars.
Thomas Aquinas and Raimundo de Peñafort could have had very close times
of sanctity. They died in 1274 and 1275, respectively, and John XXII faced demands for the canonization of both. For the former, as has already been stated,
there was a favorable finalization in 1323. However, the latter had to wait 326
years. One of the reasons was that John XXII did not authorize during his papacy the opening of an inquiry into the jurist. Why? Relations were complicated between this pope and the king of Aragon, the claimant/postulator.
John XXII’s position during his papacy in relation to canonization is also
an element that reveals how the concept of ‘time of sanctity’ is interwoven in
the official prerogatives of recognition of sanctity. The antagonistic responses
in the two cases mentioned above open space for this question: was the pope
open to the canonization of a theologian and not a jurist? It would be simpler
to answer in the affirmative based solely on the result. But what was the meaning of the discontent of the pope in relation to the first inquiry into Thomas
Aquinas? Why was there an inquiry with a predominance of laypersons and
women in 1321 focused basically on miracles? Was the pope looking for a
‘broader’ appeal for the sanctity of Thomas, in other words, not restricted to a
masculine and clerical universe?
214
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It is important to observe how the pope used the result of the inquiries.
This is usually exposed in the bull of canonization. The bull of 18 July 1323 on
Thomas Aquinas follows the same structure as the inquiries, especially that of
1319. It begins with a report on his life and afterwards the miracles are presented. In the bull we can find information about the humility, chastity and
erudition of Thomas. We can also find a brief report about his final moments,
after falling sick near to the Cistercian monastery of Fossanova, as his way to
the Council of Lyon in 1274. It is important to highlight that John XXII stated
that there had been an inquisition and in this a diligent examination had been
carried out. Only after these procedures and invested with the authority specific to him does the pontiff order that the name of Thomas be inscribed in the
catalogue of saints.4
Based on these elements we consider the official establishment of a cult
as an initial date for the retroactive analysis of the construction of sanctity. In
other words, recognition is a landmark which establishes a profile for the saint
who has to be prayed to. We consider that the concept of ‘time of sanctity’
becomes an important analytical tool in counterpoint to André Vauchez’s concept of ‘recent saint,’ since: 1) it does not work with an average, but rather allows the separate analysis of the temporality involved in each case of the official
recognition of sanctity; 2) at the same time that its separates the cases, if constructed in a table of comparative temporality the concept can instrumentalize
the analysis of questions such as the intervals for the recognition of Dominican
and Franciscan saints, analyses of gender, regions, etc.
Until now we have dealt with bulls and judicial artifacts that are inquiries.
This documentation was produced over an interval of four years (1319-1323).
In addition to this documentary corpus there is another type of record produced in this context directly related to the construction of the time of sanctity of interest to us.
Hagiography as a part of the construction of time of sanctity
In the case we are analyzing, the first hagiography written about Thomas
Aquinas was Ystoria sancti Thome de Aquino by Guglielmo da Tocco.5 This
author, also a Dominican, was among those involved in the process, one of the
few who knew Thomas Aquinas. In 1317 he was appointed by the Order of
Preachers to carry out research into the life and miracles of the theologian. He
also accompanied all the statements given to the inquiries, especially those of
1319, when he was also questioned. In other words, Guglielmo da Tocco was
June 2012
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what is currently considered the ‘postulator’ of the cause of canonization of
Thomas Aquinas, also gave a statement, was a witness, and the author of his
first hagiography. In other words, he was one of the principal ‘constructors’ of
the sanctity of Thomas Aquinas, and his participation in the process cannot
be neglected, nor the specific record he produced, the Ystoria.
This hagiography has a significant characteristic in relation to the naming
of reports about the lives of saints: it does not begin with passio, vita or legenda. The word Ystoria appears constantly in the 19 complete manuscripts.
However, we have found that there was no distinction between Ystoria (or
history) and legend which are used as synonyms.6 For Bernard Guenée, however, ‘history’ was different from ‘hagiography’ in the Middle Ages. One of the
principal differences was the atemporality in the hagiographic report, in its
almost total absence of chronological data. However, Dominique Boutet argues
that some hagiographic texts used resources from historiographic texts, such
as by the insertion of diplomatic documentation.7
Is Ystoria a text which, in addition to serving as a model for the preparation of sermons, also seeks to legitimate itself through the use of judicial documentation? Alain Boureau states that, for example, Jacopo de Varazze – the
Dominican author of the famous medieval hagiographic complication, the
Legenda áurea (Golden Legend) – produced a type of ‘hagiographic patina’ in
constructing the text about Peter the Martyr.8 This construction is similar to
that of Guglielmo da Tocco in relation to Thomas Aquinas: a Dominican writing about the sanctity of a friar from the same order. However, they are episodes with different ‘times of sanctity’: a year in the first case (Peter was martyred in 1252 and canonized in 1253; the date of the production/compilation
of the Legenda aurea is attributed to the period 1268-1298) and 49 in the latter.
Furthermore, the Ystoria was produced at the moment of canonization and
not later. However, the expression forged by Boureau is appropriate.
Guglielmo da Tocco uses the records of the canonization process, what
he heard during the questionings and discovered in his own research, as well
as knowing the person he was investigating. Probably he did this to give authenticity to the report, since the official recognition of the sanctity was at that
moment being given based on the proof produced in the inquiries. In this case,
what we have is not just an official recognition, but a construction recognized
as such. Thus, to operate the concept of time of sanctity we consider the hagiographic reports produced in their temporal context as well as the documentation necessary for the analysis of this construction.
216
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The final date: death as the beginning of the reconstitution of a holy life
No matter how much a saint generally prefigures in life the signals of this
sanctity, it is in death that we can perceive the beginning of a reconstitution of
the elements which can confirm the exceptionality.9 Saints even manage to
predict their death. This is also the maximum symbol of a type of saint, the
martyr. Martyrdom is the maximum testament of faith. Among the Dominican
saints of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries there is a martyr, Peter of
Verona, however, Thomas Aquinas does not fit into this category – he died
after falling asleep during a trip. Why was his death important in the cause of
canonization? Certainly because of his life. A paradox?
Thomas Aquinas was a controversial intellectual, and this is an aspect that
is widely recognized and well studied. What is of interest to us is the operation
carried out by the Order of Preachers for the reconstitution and/or rehabilitation of Aquinas’ name. Rehabilitation which only achieved wide-ranging proportions after his death in 1274.
The exception made by Martin Morard, in considering that Thomas
Aquinas was also a man of flesh and bone, is extremely legitimate.10 This
Dominican theologian, by being treated as one of the pillars of the Catholic
Church (principally after his death and during the religious Reformation), is
often studied apart from his condition of a human being. The title of saint,
given to him in 1323, corroborates this type of positioning
If we consider the lament of the council of the Faculty of Arts of Paris
expressed in a letter sent to the Preachers through the General Chapter of the
Order in 1274, the death of Thomas is an event as important as his canonization for understanding how his sanctity was constructed.11 While in Paris in
1274 there were efforts undertaken for copies of Thomas’ works to be made,
as request in the above letter, in 1277 the situation would be fundamentally
changed. The condemnations of Étienne Tempier published on the third anniversary of Thomas Aquinas’ death compose one of the most important items
for the understanding of the ‘time of sanctity’ which interests us.12
The condemnations of 7 March 1277 were motivated, according to
Étienne Tempier’s letter, by a report prepared by ‘eminent and serious persons’
who had denounced some professors for going beyond the limits of their own
faculty, exposing and discussing in schools some execrabiles errores and falsities about the Catholic faith.13 We cannot state that this document is aimed at
and only deals with theses related to Thomas Aquinas. However, the coincidence with the date of the third anniversary of the death of the theologian
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cannot be totally ignored. Furthermore, for the same reason, we believe that
through the context of these condemnations, any attempt to construct the
sanctity of Thomas Aquinas must past through a rehabilitation process of his
theological preeminence.
In relation to the text of the condemnations, it is important to consider
the existence of a long debate that has gone on for years. We perceive a crucial
difference between positions adopted in relation to the content of the condemnations. Some researchers argue that the articles were listed in a random fashion, while others state that a certain internal coherence can be identified.14
Authors such as David Piché, Sylvain Piron, Kent Emery Junior and Andreas
Speer have carried out comprehension exercises on the text of the 219 relevant
theses.15 Nevertheless, we cannot ignore the minimum necessity to understand
the relationship of the events in the 1270s with the process inaugurated in
1318, and with the opening of the canonization process for the rehabilitation
of the figure and ideas of Thomas Aquinas.
Jacques Paul offers this synthesis:
This list of errors condemns the most diverse theses; some are dangerous for
the Christian faith, others reveal themselves to be compatible with the strictest
orthodoxy, while others finally are philosophical statements whose impacts on
faith seem very distant. The condemnation hits the Averroists hard. A determined number of theses characteristic of the teachings of St. Thomas Aquinas
are part of this list.16

A varied text which serves as an instrument of censure. Sylvain Piron
considers that Étienne Tempier actually did have a specific plan which can be
identified in some of the theses, most especially nos. 25-183. According to the
author, a coherence can be identified divided in this manner:
1. De Deo (de prima causa): art. 25-68;
2. De angelis (de substantiis separatis, sive de intelligentiis): art. 69-86;
3. De mundo (de celo): art. 87-102;
4. De anima (de forma hominis): art. 103-116;
5. De intellectu: art. 117-127;
6. De voluntate: art. 128-143;
7. De scientia (de philosophia): art. 144-157;
8. De voluntate (bis): art. 158-165;
9. De fide et moribus: art. 166-183. (Piron, 1999)
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Specifically in the case of Thomas Aquinas, the historiography highlights
that questions related to the unity of the intellect and the eternity of the world
were the principal targets. Of the 219 theses we cannot state that they were
being questioned or debated in the conflicts with which Pope John XXII was
involved. Nevertheless, the relationship between these condemnations and the
‘time of sanctity’ studied here is the proximity with the final date, in other
words, the death of Thomas Aquinas. The 1270s are important because they
are the moment of the first clashes that were both favorable and unfavorable
to Thomas.
Concluding in relation to the ‘bishop’s plan,’ we can also consider the
hypothesis raised by Robert Wielockx about the existence of a process against
the memory of Thomas Aquinas undertaken by Étienne Tempier. According
to Wielockx, in addition to the condemnations of 1277, Tempier made a second convocation in which two articles literally extracted from the first part of
Thomas Aquinas’ Suma Teologica and Quodlibet III were analyzed by the masters of Paris.17 Wielockx argues that in 1277 the bishop of Paris undertook
three censure procedures: that of 7 March, that related to Gilles of Roma published on 28 of the same month, and a third one, which is the one specifically
against the memory of Thomas Aquinas and which is considered based on
some indications, such as declarations by Jean Pecham. According to Wielockx,
the process began between March and May 1277, though it was interrupted
between 20 May and 25 November of that year, the period between the death
of John XXI and the election of the new pope.
Pope Martin IV and his successor Honorius IV took no responsibility for
the debate, considered by Jean Pecham a priority assumption for Rome.
Honorius IV, between 1285 and 1286, considered that it was an affaire concerning the University of Paris and not the papal curia. Analyzing letters and
decrees from the period, Wielockx concluded that there had been a specific
process against Thomas Aquinas. However, this did not make much progress
between of the relationships of the Savelo family (Honorius III and Honorius
IV) with the Order of Preachers and because of the actions of this order between 1277 and 1286 (Wielockx, 1988, p.418-422).
In relation to the first aspect, it is important to note that Honorius III was
the pontiff who recognized the Order of Preachers and who established the
Dominican convent (Santa Sabina), contiguous to the Savelo family palace, his
base of government, the same place as the residence of Honorius IV. The relationship between these two names and Thomas Aquinas is even more evident
when we comes across the name of Pandulfo de Savelo as apostolic nunciary
June 2012
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and commissionaire of Pope John XXII in the canonization process of Thomas
Aquinas between 1319-1321.18
In relation to the second aspect, it is valid to return to the General
Chapters in the years following the death of Thomas, specifically after the 1277
condemnations. For this year we can find no references to the name of Thomas
Aquinas. In 1278, in the Milan Chapter, two friars were sent to England to
investigate friars involved in scandals about Thomas Aquinas (MOPH, v.1,
p.199). In 1279 the order adopted this position:
Cum venerabilis vir memorie fr. Thome de Aquino, sua conversacione laudabili et scriptis suis multum honoraverit ordinem Nec sit aliquatenus tolerandum quod de ipso vel scriptis eius aliqui irreverenter et indecenter loquantur
eciam aliter sencientes iniungimus prioribus provincialibus et conventualibus et
eorum vicariis ac visitatoribus universis quod si quos invenerint excedentes in
predictis punire acriter non postponant.19

In relation to these three chapters in the 1270s, Robert Wielockx concludes that in 1277 the silence of the order was prudent, and that those of 1278
and 1279 were carried out after the suspension of the process against the memory of Thomas, when there was no reason for the silence (Wielockx, 1988,
p.428). Wielockx attributed this change in posture to the General Master of
the order between 1264 and 1283. It was Jean de Verceil who sent Thomas
Aquinas as master regent to the University of Paris around 1268, and who
became an influent cardinal with Pope John XXI. In addition, the presence of
Jean de Verceil in Paris in 1277 was decisive. In the 1279 General Chapter there
is a ‘broad and general’ position, not specifying polemics or Questions of
Thomas to be defended, differently from the 1286 chapter. This meeting, as
Andrea Robiglio states, is the moment of the ‘turning of the tide’ in terms of
how the order resolved to position itself in relation to Thomas Aquinas, and
now defended him.20
We thus agree with Robert Wielockx’s thesis. In short, he believes that the
condemnations of March 1277 were the first step taken by Étienne Tempier
towards a specific process against the memory of Thomas Aquinas. This was
interrupted because of the death of the pope and not returned to because of
the decisive actions of the Order of Preachers. The following table lists only
some of the situations in which we believe that the arguments favorable and
contrary to Thomas Aquinas were important in the construction of the fama
of the theologian in the first years after his death:
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Table 2 – Pro and Contra Thomas Aquinas in the
first 10 years following his death
Pro

Contra

1274
Letter of the Masters of the Faculty of
Arts of the University of Paris lamenting
his death and requesting a copy of the
writings of Thomas Aquinas.

1277
a) Some of the 219 theses are
condemned by Étienne Tempier;
b) A second process is opened against
the memory of Thomas Aquinas.

1278
General Chapter of the Order of
Preachers in which friars are sent to
England to investigate criticisms made
of Thomas Aquinas.

1279
Correctoria of Guglielmo de la Mare.

1279
General Chapter of the Order of
Preachers in which the Order stipulates
that criticisms of and offenses to Friar
Thomas shall not be tolerated.

1282
Chapter of the Order of the Lesser
Friars prohibiting the use of Thomas
Aquinas’ texts.

This table summarizes what we have listed as the initial elements which
define, amongst other things, the need for the (re)construction of the ideas of
Thomas Aquinas, who was passing through the ‘sieve’ of canonization. We can
also make a specific reading of the pro-Thomas column. We present the moments in which the Order of Preachers adopted formal positions in the General
Chapters, about the need to defend the theologian from the criticisms in question. Criticisms that were also made inside the order, as the decision of the
1278 Chapter shows. We can read into this that the criticisms were not only
external, as in the case of the 1279 Correctoria and the Franciscan decision in
1282.
What is the importance of this for the concept of ‘time of sanctity’? In
summary, Thomas Aquinas accumulated criticisms and enemies during his
life and his theses were attacked after this death. These attacks also emerged
within the Order of Preachers. Based on this information and the lack of participation of preachers in the canonization process (as people who were questioned) we can infer that the principal interest in the canonization of Thomas
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Aquinas did not originate in the order. This conclusion is supported by the
documentation produced by the Order immediately after Thomas’ death.
Although it was not the principal interested party, it was at the same time
pushing the process along and produced the Ystoria. The Order of Preachers,
thus, cannot be forgotten in this analysis. For this reason the official documents from the General Chapters were important in preparing the concept.

Final considerations
In this paper we have looked at three vastly studied topics: Thomas
Aquinas, John XXII and sanctity in the Middle Ages. It is difficult to extract
from the junction of these elements something innovative or even unsaid.
Nevertheless, the results were shown to be satisfactory, since they allow the
proposal of relating the canonization processes to a more social writing of history to be put into practice. After all sanctity is mostly studied as an object of
cultural history and historical anthropology. Unlike this, we have presented
here a reading of the possible disputes of power and revealed specific interest
groups. The analysis is stimulated by the need to find more appropriate heuristic tools and concepts, the reason for which we created the concept of ‘time
of sanctity.’
It is worth stressing once again that this concept covers the analysis of the
documentation produced about a candidate for sainthood in the period between his death and the finalization of the inquisitorial process for the verification/investigation of suspicions of sanctity. This is a retroactive mathematical
operation. In other words, it begins with the end of the canonization process
and ends, at the very least, at the date of the death of the candidate for sainthood. At the minimum? We have analyzed and applied the concept to the
postmortem trajectory of Thomas Aquinas, the pro and contra arguments
which disputed his ideas and the legitimation of his fama publica. This does
not mean that the concept cannot cover periods that include the time when
the candidate to sainthood was alive.
To prepare the concept and analyze the question we have proposed, we
looked at the different types of documentation available and produced in the
period we are interested in (1323-1274): inquisitorial processes, hagiographic
reports, decrees, bulls and letters. A collection of documents which require a
theoretical and methodological assumption, namely to approach sanctity as a
socially and collectively constructed phenomenon. This phenomenon aims at
proposing a biographical profile of righteousness and a profile of exceptional222
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ity and intervention. It is important to bear in mind that a saint is an intermediary between men and God, and his actions are marked/characterized by acts
not realized by all, in other words miracles.
The documentation also revealed that important, though discrete, actions
were taken by the Order of Preachers, and at the same time, the pontiff John
XXII took decisive and direct action to canonize Thomas Aquinas. It was a
period in which the papal power strengthened its authority in relation to kings,
religious orders, men and women; marked by the actions of the mendicant
friars in pastoral, liturgical and intellectual life.
NOTES
The documentation about the canonization of Thomas Aquinas is basically all published.
Here we will use as references: DE SANCTI THOMA AQVINATE: Doctore Angelico
Ordinis Praedicatorum. In: Acta Sanctorum. Martii. Tomus I. A Ioanne Bolland S.I. colligi
felicit cœpta A Godefrido Henschenio et Danielle Paperbrocchio eiusdem societatis Iessu
aucta digesta & illustrata. Antuperpiæ, apud Iacobum Meursium. Anno MDCLXVIII.
p.655-747 (hereafter cited as AASS) and LAURENT, M. H. (Ed.), Fontes vitae S. Thomae
Aquinatis notis historicis et criticis illustrati, 4: Liber de inquisitione super vita et conversatione et miraculis fratris Thomae de Aquino. Apud: Revue Thomiste, Saint Maximin [Var],
1931. O Inquérito de 1321, in: Fontes vitae S. Thomae Aquinatis notis historicis et criticis illustrati, 5: IIe procès de canonisation: Abbaye de Fossa-Nova, 10-20 Novembre 1321. Récits
de la canonization de S. Thomas d’Aquin: Avignon, 14 (ou 16)-21 Juillet 1323. Apud: Revue
Thomiste, Saint Maximin [Var], 1931. p.409-532.
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